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A forecast for this presentation
6.8431 minutes* of doom and gloom

8.1569 minutes* of semi-constructive
suggestions

* Based on a model with GEH<5
for 87.34% of the network

A transport modelling introspection
Failure 1: integrity



Weak, partial & biased data



We freeze dynamic things
choice hierarchy
land use
growth
parking location
consumption trends
migration
many others



Not a problem per se, and we add a
nice disclaimer



But clients remove it



Show me one Board / Council /
Consultation report that is clear
about the limitations

modeller

diplomacy
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I promise I’ll
give you 3,490
minutes of time
savings in 2035

A transport modelling introspection
Failure 2: equity



Project promoters & rich
opponents can fund modelling



But not communities, SMEs,
individuals, many Districts &
Boroughs



Promoter controls what’s
presented in a consultation or
inquiry



Common view that this process is
transparent. In practice, models
reduce transparency



How can the Law and Planning
System allow such discrimination?
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A transport modelling introspection
Failure 3: modeller-client relationship





Model development is lengthy and doesn’t produce any intermediate results
Many teams go through similar crises again and again
We take shortcuts under pressure, and then forecasts can halve / double overnight
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A transport modelling introspection
Failure 4: value for money



Model runtimes have shrunk dramatically over the
last decade



Modelling effort has only increased: we got greedy
and do more modelling



We go further and further beyond model’s
explanatory power



Largest cities: modelling can take decades
and the debate just grows



Smaller authorities: cost of modelling reaches
the order of magnitude of project costs



Proportionality guidance insufficient at any projects
size

A transport modelling introspection
Failure 5: technological unsustainability




We go against the most effective software trends
The modelling logic is a confidential proprietary asset

Bin




We dismiss the importance of public scrutiny



The main use of new technology (mobile phone
data) creates new monopolies

Limited sharing of resources between different
clients

A transport modelling introspection
Failure 6: professional
development



Modeller’s work can be stressing
and monotonous



Some managers are in denial
about the pressure to please the
client




No reward for ethics



If they’re invited, they can’t
recognise their contribution in the
final report



Participation in consultations,
planning, appraisal – occasional
bursts of organisational good will

If there’s something to celebrate,
modellers often not invited

Better use of your time (1)
Give only real evidence






I suggest every modeller does a one-month trial
Use only assumptions that are relevant
Show only outputs that are based on data
Why should your client believe your 2030 flows if:

• you know so little about parking?
• the new Mayor changes housing policy?
• destination/mode choice order has been pre-fixed?



You will have much less to show

Be honest with yourself: are you in economics or in marketing?

Better use of your time (2)
Join a larger professional community





Don’t change your job (yet); change your affiliation




My recommendation: “I’m a data scientist”






Key themes: Machine Learning, big data, visualisation



Modelling World isn’t the
only world

“I’m a transport modeller”
“I’m a transport planner / town planner / economist”  too much competition with
colleagues that don’t want to run models

Used to be a chichi name for “analyst” –
but now in high demand

Start today – do more work with R, Python ML etc
Get the professional development of a data scientist
A risk of modellers leaving for higher-profile roles 
good stimulator

Better use of your time (3)
Become a full-stack insight provider



Day 1: choose your coding language and IDE (e.g. get Java DK + Eclipse) –
it’s free!









Day 2: write a “hello world” program



Day 9: observe the impact of a known factor in your data
(e.g. your train was late)



Day 10: plan how to further promote data-driven decision making

Day 3: create a “hello world” app for your own mobile
Day 4: get your app to read your GPS location
Day 5: get your app to read your GPS location once a day
Day 6: create an empty database
Day 7: write “hello world” to the database

Day 8: get your app to write your GPS location to the
database once a day

Better use of your time (4)
Ride the technology trends



Gain professional advantage
by working on the REAL
modelling challenges



Developing the right APIs



Modelling on Google (or
other public) street networks



Public data collection
initiatives



Public-facing GUIs for
“what if” scenario testing



GIVE a modelling service



GET data and validation in return
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Better use of your time
I’ve seen (and I’m guilty of):






Projects not examined properly since modelling drained resources
Discrimination of less wealthy stakeholders
Modelling budgets unjustifiably ring-fenced
Modelling done out of inertia, not out of need

But I also see:





Talented professionals that can spend their time in a more fulfilling way
Sustainable, software-based alternatives
An opportunity to declutter decision making process.

Occupations of the past
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